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Abstract: Samuel S. Heim was an American explorer and researcher in a topic he called "Biblic geography". Collection consists of Heim's letters, notebooks, maps, and related materials he compiled. Letters from Heim to the New York Public Library concern his research. Notebooks and maps (drawn by Heim) depict his theory that the Americas contain geographic features described in the Bible.

Preferred citation: Samuel S. Heim papers, Manuscripts and Archives Division, The New York Public Library

Creator History

Samuel S. Heim was an American explorer and researcher in a topic he called "Biblic geography".

Scope and Content Note

Collection consists of Heim's letters, notebooks, maps, and related materials he compiled. Letters from Heim to the New York Public Library concern his research. Notebooks and maps (drawn by Heim) depict his theory that the Americas contain geographic features described in the Bible.

Key Terms

Titles
Bible Geography

**Occupations**
Explorers

**Genre/Physical Characteristic**
Maps

**Subjects**
Religion and geography

**Names**
Heim, Samuel S